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Vol : 12
Age : 18-30.

partner 
Sustainable development and friendliness will be the basis of this new project ! The small village 
of Rocles is situated in the heart of Ardèche mountains, at 450m high, and counts around 250 
inhabitants; in summer tourists and vacationers who are looking for calm and wild nature 
activities also settle there. A current volunteer of Jeunesse et Reconstruction, who grew up in 
Rocles, had the idea to invite an international team for a workcamp in his village, in order to 
realize a concrete action but also to develop intercultural exchanges with the inhabitants. 
Organized in partnership with the municipality and some youngsters from the village, this first 
workcamp in Rocles will be very much orientated towards connecting with local people. More info 
about Rocles: http://www.mairie-rocles-07.fr/public/ . More info about the workcamp, join the 
facebook page : https://www.facebook.com/pages/Rocles-Workcamp/307715156052909?fref=ts

work 
New environmental and artistic project! With a team of highly motivated local people, you will 
participate in setting up a pedestrian artistic and sporting area at the doors of the village. You 
will alternate between clearing work, gardening, making wooden furniture and creating 
“bicymachines” (lightsystem that works with pedalling force); you will also participate in a 
land’art workshop in order to decorate the area. You will work 4 to 5 hours every morning. 
Besides these working hours you may be asked to help the local volunteers and elected members 
to organize a celebration evening for the village. In the last week of your stay, you will be in 
charge of realizing a photo exhibition that reflects the workcamp, its memorable moments, the 
results of the work; these photos will be exhibited to the inhabitants and will be showed 
afterwards by Jeunesse et Reconstruction on diverse events to promote volunteer projects.

accomodation and food 
You will be hosted next to a communal building in rather basic conditions. You will sleep under 
tents installed on a field (tents and mattresses provided by Jeunesse et Reconstruction; don’t 
forget to bring your own sleeping bag!). Kitchen and WC available in the communal building. For 
showers: solar installation outside + you will have access to one shower stall in the building. NO 
public WIFI in the village! Meals will be prepared together and shared with the whole group, and 
you are expected to contribute to everyday tasks (cooking, washing up, cleaning …). To be noted: 
we cannot take care of you if you arrive before the work camp starting date, neither beyond the 
end date..

location & leisure 
Rocles is a small village in the Ardèche mountain, quite isolated but very welcoming! Located 30 
km away from the next town, Aubenas, Rocles has only two shops: a bakery and a restaurant. The 
inhabitants, especially the youngsters, will be ready to show you around. Possible leisure 
activities: hiking, horse riding, diner at locals, meeting with volunteers from other workcamps, 
swimming at the river, local traditional celebrations, canoe… You may participate in organizing a 
big celebration evening for the village, with the local volunteers and elected members. In the last 
week of your stay, you will be in charge of realizing a photo exhibition that reflects the 
workcamp, its memorable moments, the results of the work; these photos will be exhibited to the 
inhabitants and will be showed afterwards by Jeunesse et Reconstruction on diverse events to 
promote volunteer projects

requirements 
1/ No special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except being motivated, curious 
towards the others and loving work in group! Volunteers who like to go hiking are very welcome! 
2 / Our association does not provide a car during the workcamp. 3 / At the end of the workcamp, 
no transportation will be organized by our association (your group will organize diverse 
transportation with the locals). You will then have to arrange your own means of transport to 
return to the train station and plan it during the camp with the team leader and the inhabitants. 
4/ More info about trains: http://www.voyages-sncf.com/?rfrr=PropositionAller_header_ACCUEIL5/ 
European volunteers should bring their European health care card, and everybody must, in any 
case, BRING THEIR INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will 
have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in the home country. 6/Do not forget to 
bring: a sleeping bag, warm clothes (socks, sweaters and rain-coat), shoes for hiking, a bathing 
suit. For male volunteers: short pants are generally prohibited in the public swimming pools in 
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France, please bring a bathing suit. For work: worn out and protective clothes and strong shoes. 
+ Your games, songbooks, cassettes, musical instruments and recipes, will be also welcome! To 
make exchanges and meetings easier, please also bring photos of your home, some postcards, 
small gifts... 7/ It is not possible for foreigners to change traveler-checks into cash money at the 
French bank agencies: please do it before the workcamp starts at money changers (in airports, 
main train stations, big cities)

Meeting point 
Meeting on Sunday the 6th of July at Aubenas bus station (French name of the stop: “Aubenas 
gare routière”) at 5:30 pm. The group leaders will wait for you there and organize your transfer to 
the camp place; please be on time! To go to Aubenas, you will have to take a bus from one of the 
following trainstations: Montélimar, Valence TGV or Valence Ville. You can reach all of these 
stations by train from Marseille or Lyon airports. More info about train and bus schedules on : 
http://www.voyages-sncf.com/ The campleader and local organizers are waiting to here from you; 
you can contact them on facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Rocles-
Workcamp/307715156052909#

camp address 
Chantier international Jeunesse et Reconstruction – Mairie de Rocles – Le Village – 07110 Rocles 
Emergency phone numbers : 0033.4.75.60.71.35 or 0033.6.07.34.79.33 (Jeunesse et 
Reconstruction)
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Letter to the volunteers

To come to a workcamp in France means, first of all,  to make the choice of “discovering”: discovering a 

culture in which you are going to be fully integrated; discovering of a new language; discovering intercultural  

learning in a group of volunteers coming from all parts of the world; discovering of a region… 

Jeunesse et Reconstruction was created in 1948 and, since then, it has never stopped promoting the idea 

of another way of travelling. The organization has its head office in Paris, and regional offices in Auvergne, 

Midi-Pyrénées  and  Rhône  Alpes.  Since  its  creation,  it  has  hosted  more  than  100 000  volunteers on 

workcamps or on long term volunteering programmes. 

The  aim  of  a  workcamp  is  to  promote  volunteering  through  a  community  service  project  in  the 

municipality which is going to host  you, but also to  promote respect,  exchange and tolerance through 

intercultural and intergenerational exchanges. The work that has to be done is thus central in the set up of a 

workcamp and its completion guarantees the recognition of the group within the community. 

Depending on the type of workcamp, the work can be: the renovation or restoration of a monument/building,  

the maintenance of « green spaces », the protection of the environment, a social or a cultural project…

Then, we are not talking of usual tourist holidays any longer: you are going to be integrated in the French 

culture and its diversity; as a consequence, you will make a significant and enriching experience. Moreover, 

the volunteers who come to a workcamp come from different countries, different backgrounds, and their age  

can be different too (from 17 to 30 years old) : they are not only students but all of them want to share they 

culture.

A workcamp is thus a space and a time for exchanges and encounters for the volunteers, but it is also the 

result of an important partnership between our organization, the municipality that is hosting the camp 

and different structures such as the district and regional councils or the Youth and Sports ministry. The 

funding of a workcamp is done by those different structures as a policy promoting open-mindedness and 

intercultural  learning.  The camps mainly take place in rural  areas,  and consequently,  the aim is to meet  

foreign cultures, for those people who cannot travel abroad, and to mobilise the volunteers around a common 

project which is useful to the community. 

The group will  be managed by a « camp leader »:  he/  she is not  a paid staff  of  our organisation but a 

volunteer, just like you, who has chosen to get more involved in order to federate the workcamp volunteers:  

he/she will  be in  charge of  the  management of  the group, of  the food budget and of  the free time 

activities but he/she will  always be ready to listen to your suggestions because initiatives are always 

welcome and strengthen the team spirit of the group, particularly concerning free time activities.

The team leader will expect a personal involvement from you and also some help in the daily life and chores. 

He/She  is  also  the  representative  of  our  organisation  towards  the  different  actors:  municipality,  funding 

partners, local organisations...etc.

You  have  chosen  to  make  the  experience  of  a  workcamp  organised  by  Jeunesse  et  Reconstruction 

consequently you are making a commitment and that is why we expect from you:

1) At work:



- To respect the work timetables and schedules defined with the village/city municipality and to 

adapt to the difficulties inherent to every workcamp. 

- To follow the safety regulations in order to protect yourself and to protect the other members of the 

group from any accident,  

- To wear appropriate clothes for working, 

- To take good care of the materials and tools,

- To respect the environment in which you are going to work,

- To involve yourself so that the work is finished at the end of the camp. 

2) In the daily life of the group and during the free time activities:

- To respect the culture of the other volunteers and of all the people you are going to meet 

during the camp. 

- To get involve in the daily life of the group through the free time activities and the daily chores,

- To respect the accommodation premises and equipment (kitchen, bathroom….)

- To adapt to the living conditions of the camp because they may be very different from what you 

are used to live in (tents, school rooms, etc…) and to accept simple living conditions. Moreover, 

workcamps are usually located in quite isolated rural areas.

- To follow the regulations concerning the consumption of alcohol: no excess will be accepted, 

please be responsible and adult. The use of any drug is prohibited in France, and thus fully 

prohibited on the workcamp. 

- To give life to the group: indeed, the success of a workcamp lies in the personal involvement of all the 

volunteers : initiatives are welcome and they allow better exchanges.

- To make sure you will be present from the starting date till the ending date of the camp in order 

not to disturb the group, but above all in order to respect the hosting municipality. 

- To follow the advice of the camp leader for the well-being of the group.

The involvement is thus important but it will guarantee the success of your experience and, above all, 

the quality of the exchanges during the workcamp. 

We remind to read carefully the infosheet of your workcamp. Please pay attention to the remarks 

giving you advice on what to bring for the workcamp. Particularly, be careful to the necessity of 

bringing good shoes for work (for safety) and a sleeping bag (in case you do not bring it, we cannot 

provide one and you will have to buy one).

Have a nice workcamp and enjoy it!

The Jeunesse et Reconstruction staff and team


